
Application Example

Live VenueThe Requirement
A high quality digital mixer to match the venue high end PA system and provide guest 
engineers with all the tools they need, easiness of use and flexibility in one package.

The Solution
GLD’s plug ‘n play system building makes it easy to deploy the I/O throughout the venue and 
suit different events. Thanks to the strip LCD displays, 8.5" touchscreen, one-knob-per-
function channel strip and customizable fader layout, GLD is easy to learn and use for 
novices and analogue veterans alike.
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A mix of wedge and in-ear monitors is typically used on 
stage. ME-1 personal mixers can take up to 40 sources 
from the Cat5 and mix locally, saving precious busses 
on the GLD. 
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Thanks to the M-Dante option card all events are captured 
on a laptop and the recording offered to visiting bands.

The card also connects to third party amplifiers and 
loudspeaker controllers in the venue.
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40 mic inputs and 20 XLR 
outputs on stage over a single 

Cat5 cable up to 120m long.

A local AudioRack is used for 
expanding FoH sources such as 
wireless receivers.

GLD’s customizable mix bus 
configuration allows the system to 

run the number of Auxes, Matrix and 
Groups that guest engineers require.

ME-1 mixers can be daisy chained or connected to a standard PoE switch for audio 
& power distribution. Channel names are automatically received from the GLD.

A standard router or AP gives 
wireless access to all key mixing 

functions and / or personal 
monitoring thanks to dedicated 

iOS apps.

GLD 
Remote / 
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GLD Editor
A laptop running GLD Editor is used to 

rearrange strip layout and type in channel 
names during or even before soundcheck.
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